
Adaptability

Balance

Caring

Competency

Cooperation

Diversity

Excellence

Forgiveness

Give Back

Health

Humor

intuition

Knowledge

Love

Openness

Patriotism

Pride

Responsibility

Self-Expression

Spirituality

Time

Understanding

Wealth

_____________

  

Accountability  

Achievement 

Ambition

Belonging

Community

Contentment

Contribution

Curiosity

Equality

Family

Fulfillment

Fun 

Growth

Hope

Initiative

Justice

Legacy

Parenting

Resourcefulness

Security

Service

Success

Trust

Vision

Wholeheartedness

  

Achievement

Authenticity

Career

Compassion

Contribution

Dignity

Ethics

Financial Stability

Generosity

Harmony

Humility

Integrity

Kindness

Leisure

Nature

Patience

Power

Respect

Self-Discipline

Simplicity

Teamwork

Truth

Vulnerability

Create Your Own: 

  

Adventure

Beauty

Collaboration

Confidence

Courage

Environment

Fairness

Freedom

Grace

Home

Inclusion

Job Security

Leadership

Loyalty

Optimism

Peace

Recognition

Risk Taking

Self-REspect

Sportsmanship

Tradition

Uniqueness

Well-Being

_____________

  

Altruism

Being the Best

Commitment

Connection

Creativity

Efficiency

Faith

Friendship

Gratitude

Honesty

Independence

Joy

Learning

Order

Perseverance

Reliability

Safety

Serenity

Stewardship

Travel 

usefulness

Wisdom

___________________

Core Values Worksheet
Core Values are qualities that

represent who we are, what we

believe and can serve as a guidepost

when we make decisions. When we

prioritize what we value, we can

experience life + work with greater

ease and more personal fulfillment. 

Enjoy the process of discovering more

about yourself! Best, Sheri



Core Values + Business

Core Values + Business

Knowing your Core Values is not only supportive in creating a life that is values

aligned but also a business. These core principles can offer guidance when taking

the steps to build a business that is uniquely yours.

Core Value 1: What does it mean to you? Why is it important to you? 

Core Value 2: What does it mean to you? Why is it important to you? 

Core Value 3: What does it mean to you? Why is it important to you? 

How are your Core Values showing up + influencing your business?

Where are they not showing up? What can you do to re-infuse them?



Ready to Dive in Deeper?

A tested roadmap for self-discovery with relatable and actionable themes:  Living

your Values, Cultivating Curiosity, Commitment to Self + Courageous Action  

(4) reflection + journaling exercises to assist you in understanding what you value,

what you desire and how to create meaningful action.  

(4) mini movement practices that you can use to create focus and grounding and

are specifically designed to provide space for discovery in your body + mind.  

Optional coaching sessions at a discounted workshop rate.

Discover Yourself Online Program

Creating a vision for your life consists of knowing who you are, how you want to feel

and a deep belief in what is possible. Use this program as a guidebook to create

more clarity around the direction that you want to take in the year ahead and

understand the support that you will need to get there.

During this month long, self-start program, you will receive:  

Sign Me Up

Leadership + Personal Development Coaching

Mentorship provides deeper access to your own internal wisdom. It teaches you new

skills and supports you in implementing them. Working with a trusted mentor offers

encouragement when the journey gets tough and shows you the path forward when

you cannot see the way yet. 

Connect

www.shericolosimo.com

info@shericolosimo.com

Follow on Instagram

Inspiration in the latest blog post

Schedule Complimentary 1-1 Discovery Call Today

http://www.shericolosimo.com/discoveryourself
http://www.shericolosimo.com/
http://www.instagram.com/shericolosimo
http://www.shericolosimo.com/blog
http://www.shericolosimo.com/book

